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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we discuss a method for constructing 'stability preserving' finite dimensional spline- 
based approximation schemes for the scalar delay equation 
2(t) = ax(t) + bx(t - r), (1.1) 
where a, b, r E R and r > 0. The approximation problem for linear functional differential equa- 
tions, of which (1.1) is a simple scalar case, has been the subject of much attention in recent 
years. In [1], Banks and Burns developed the so-called averaging approximation scheme, a method 
based on piecewise constant basis functions. In an effort to improve the rate of convergence ob- 
served for the averaging scheme, Banks and Kappel [2] considered a Galerkin type approximation 
scheme based on piecewise spline basis functions. As expected, they observed that approximate 
solutions constructed from the spline based scheme converged faster (to the solution of (1.1)) 
than approximate solutions constructed for the averaging scheme. However, when researchers 
began investigating the possibility of using these schemes to solve certain optimal control prob- 
lems [3,4], the spline based scheme was seen to have some shortcomings. In particular, Burns 
et al. [5] showed that the spline based scheme does not satisfy an adjoint semigroup convergence 
condition, which is important in the approximation theory for the optimal control problem. (The 
averaging scheme does satisfy this condition, as Gibson showed [4]). Kappel and Salamon then 
developed [6] a modified spline based scheme with the adjoint semigroup convergence property. 
But as they later showed [7], neither this nor the original spline based scheme satisfies a uniform 
stability condition which is needed to apply certain convergence r sults [4,8] for the linear qua- 
dratic regulator problem. (Again, the averaging scheme does satisfy this condition, as Salamon 
showed [9]). In this paper, we consider a method for defining the spline based approximation 
schemes for (1.1) in terms of a suitable equivalent inner product so that the uniform stability 
condition is satisfied. In Section 2, we discuss a state space formulation for (1.1) and define an 
equivalent inner product, which is then used in Section 3 to define a new spline based approxi- 
mation scheme. Numerical results are given which compare and contrast he stability properties 
of the various schemes. 
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2. STATE SPACE FORMULATION 
It is a standard approach to reformulate (1.1), augmented with appropriate initial data, as an 
abstract Cauchy problem. To this end, consider the Hilbert space Z = C × L2( - r ,  0; C) with the 
inner product 
f (5 ¢)) ¢(O)¢(O)dO, 
r 
and a compatible norm given by 
? I] (7,¢) II 2= 17/] 2+ I¢(O)] 2 dO. 
?P 
Next, define the operator A:dom A c Z -* Z by 
domA- -  {(77,¢) • Z :  ¢•H l ( - r ,  0), ¢ (0 ) -~},  A(~, ¢) = (a~ + b¢(-r ) ,  d ¢ )  . 
If the state at time t > 0 is defined to be z(t) = (x(t) ,xt) ,  where xt(O) = x(t+O) for - r  < O < O, 
then (1.1) can be reformulated as the abstract Cauchy problem 
2(t) = Az(t),  z(O) = zo. (2.1) 
It is well known that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) of 
bounded linear operators on Z and that the spectrum of A consists of those complex A which 
satisfy the characteristic equation (see [10]) 
A(A) =- a -  ~ + be -~r = O. (2.2) 
It is also known (see [10,11]) that there are constants M _> 1 and a such that the spectrum of A 
lies in the left half plane Re A _< a, and that for every e > 0, 
II T(t) II < Me(~+e)t. (2.3) 
For the rest of this paper, we will assume that b > 0. The reason for this assumption is that the 
main goal of the paper is to illustrate a method of defining spline based approximation schemes 
via an equivalent inner product on Z, and our definition of this inner product is motivated by 
the Lyapunov function defined in [11], which is simplified considerably when b > 0. To proceed, 
observe that if b > 0, then A has exactly one real eigenvalue since there is exactly one real root of 
A(A) = 0. (To see this, observe that the real function f (x )  = a - x + be -~r is strictly decreasing, 
f ( - c~)  = +o~ and f(+c~) = -oo, so f and hence A(A) has only one real root). Let 7 denote 
this real eigenvalue. We can endow Z with the inner product 
f ((7, ¢), (~, ¢)}~ = ~/~ + be-'rT e-2~e¢(O)¢(0) dO, ?- (2.4) 
and a compatible norm given by 
f II = + e-  °l¢(O)12dO" r 
It is clear that the inner products (., .) and (., '/e are equivalent on Z. We can use the inner 
product (., .)~ to give a different proof of the following well known (see [10] or [11]) result. 
THEOREM 1. There exists M >_ 1 such that the semigroup T(t) generated by A satisfies 
[[ T(t)  [[< Me ~t for all t ~ O. 
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PROOF. Recall that 3' is the unique real eigenvalue of A and satisfies a + be -'r~ = 3'. For any 
(77, ¢) E domA, we have 
{ f ) Re(A(rh ¢), (r], ¢))~ = Re Jar/+ b¢( - r ) ] f  + be -~ e-2~°¢'(O)¢-~dO 
r 
= alr/] 2 + Re b¢(-r)O 
+ be-~ [llvl2 - ½e2~rl¢(-r)12 + f_: 3"e-2~°l¢(O)12 dO] 
/o 
= (a + be-~)lr]l 2 + "/be -~ e-2~°1¢(0)12 dO
d- - f  
/-b -=  V~-¢(-~)e¥ 2 - g~r /e  2_  
< 3'1(,~, ¢)1~. 
The Lumer-Phillips theorem [12] implies that ]] T(t)  []~ < e ~t for all t >_ 0, and the result follows 
from the equivalence of the norms ]]. [] and ]]. lie. | 
Furthermore, since 3' is an eigenvalue of A, this is the optimal exponent. That is, there does 
not exist w < 3' for which there is an M such that I] T(t)  I] <- Me~t for all t >_ 0. 
We shall be interested in defining approximation schemes for the case in which T(t)  is stable. 
Recall that the system (2.1) is said to be stable (or T(t)  is said to be stable) if there exist M,w > 0 
such that ]] T(t)  [] <_ Me -~t for all t _> 0. Equivalently, (2.1) is stable if A(A) = 0 implies that 
Re A < 0. For the case b > 0 under consideration, it follows from theorem 1 that this is also 
equivalent to 3' < 0. If we recall that the real function f (x )  = a - x + be -x~ considered earlier 
also satisfies f(0) = a + b, then it is clear that 3' < 0 if and only if a < -b. So stability of T(t)  is 
equivalent to the condition a < -b. 
Next, recall that the numerical range of an operator A is the subset of the complex plane 
defined by O(A) = {(Ax,  x) : x c domA, II x LI -- 1}. Clearly, O(A) is norm dependent. The 
proof of Theorem 1 demonstrates that the numerical range O(A), defined in terms of the inner 
product (., .)~, is contained in the left half plane Re A _< 3'. In particular, it is bounded away 
from the imaginary axis when T(t)  is stable (7 < 0). That this is not the case in the original 
inner product is stated in the next theorem. In fact, as is clear from the proof, the result is true 
in general, not just for the case b > 0 under consideration. 
THEOREM 2. In the inner product (., .), the numerical range O(A) always contains the entire 
closed left half plane. 
PROOF. For any integer M, define 
1 [ .~M~A _ 1) 
¢, (e )  -- 7 r r  L e " ~ ' 
Then (0, ¢M) E domA, II (0, ¢M)II = 1 and 
f MTr. (A(0, ¢M), (0, ¢M)) = ¢~(0)¢M(0)d0 = z. 
r 7" 
On the other hand, for any positive integer N we can define 
f -2N~(0  + r - 1 ) ,  if - r  < 0 < -~ + ~,  
~(0) [ O, i f - r+~ <0<0.  
Then (0, v / -~)  E domA and II (0, v~) I t  = 1. Also it is straightforward to verify that (A(0, v / -~) ,  
(0, x /~) /  = -N .  Thus (3(A) contains the values ~ i  for M = +1,=t=2,... and -N  for 
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N = 1,2, . . . .  Since the numerical range is a convex set in C (see [13]), the result follows. 
| 
Our reason for comparing the numerical range O(A) for the two inner products is that there are 
implications for the problem of defining semigroup approximation schemes. That is, we intend 
to consider Galerkin type approximation schemes in which finite dimensional operators AN are 
defined via the relation 
(ANx N,yg} = (AxN,yN}, (2.5) 
where x N, yN belong to some finite dimensional subspace of dom A. The relevant observation is
that the numerical range of A N , and more significantly the point spectrum of A N , is contained 
in the numerical range of A. For the original inner product, we have seen that this is the entire 
left half plane, so that, in a Galerkin scheme based on the original inner product, A N may have 
eigenvalues near the imaginary axis. On the other hand, a Galerkin scheme based on the inner 
product (-,.>e should preserve stability in the approximating semigroups. As the next section 
shows, this is precisely the case. 
3. APPROXIMATION SCHEMES 
Before discussing a spline approximation scheme for (2.1), we note the following general result. 
THEOREM 3. Let Z be a Hilbert space on which (., .} and (., "}e are equivalent inner products. 
Suppose {zN}~=I is a sequence of dosed subspaces of Z and pN: Z ~ Z N, pN: Z -* Z N 
denote respectively the orthogonal projections of Z onto Z N in the inner products (., -} and (., "}e. 
Then pN ~ I strongly if and only if pN __. I strongly. 
PROOF. Since pN and pN are orthogonal projections onto Z N, it follows that [[ pNx -- x [[ <_ 
[[ P f fx  - x [[ and ][ Pffx - x lie -< [[ pNx -- x []e for all x E Z. The result follows from the equivalence 
of the norms [[. [] and [[" lie. | 
We turn now to a discussion of spline based Galerkin approximation schemes for (2.1), and 
for simplicity consider only linear splines. Following [2], let ty  = - j r~N,  j = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N be a 
partition of [-r, 0]. Define the piecewise linear functions 
eog(o) = -~(0 t~), i f t~ r < 0 < O, eNv(O) = ---~(0 t~r_l), ift~r _< 0_< g 
O, elsewhere, O, elsewhere, 
and, for j = 1,2,. . .  ,N -  1, 
- -Tk  v - -  j - l ) ,  
ey(O)  = N--<O t N 
r k --  j+ l ) ,  
O, 
if tJY < 0 < t N_,, 
if tj~l ~ 0 ~ ty, 
elsewhere. 
(3.1) 
Set B g = (1,e0N), B N = (0, e N) for j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ,  and define Z N = span{Bg}g=0 . Noting 
that Z N C dumA, we can define AN: Z --~ Z by A N = pNApN,  where pg is the orthogonal 
projection of Z onto Z g in the (., .} inner product. On Z N, A N satisfies 
(ANx, y) = (Ax, y}, Vx, y C Z N .  (3.2) 
Thus, {Z N, pN,  A N} is precisely the approximation scheme studied in [2]. We can define a new 
spline based approximation scheme in a similar manner, using the equivalent inner product (., ")e- 
That is, define AN: Z --~ Z by A N = pNApN,  where pN is the orthogonal projection of Z onto 
Z g in the (., "}e inner product. On Z N, A N satisfies 
(ANx, Y}e = (Ax, Y}e, Vx, y e Z y. (3.3) 
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As noted in [2], A N is bounded and hence is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup TN(t) 
on Z. Similarly, A N is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup TN(t) on Z. In [2], the 
authors also give the semigroup convergence result that limN--.oo TN(t)x = T(t)x for all x E Z. 
The next theorem verifies that this is also true for the new approximation scheme. 
THEOREM 4. The semigroup TeN(t) defined above satisfies limN--.oo TeN ( t ) x = T ( t ) z for ali x E Z. 
PROOF. With minor modifications, we can mimic the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [2]. For any 
¢ E C2[-r,O] define Cg by Pff(¢(0),¢) = (¢N(0),¢N). Let cN denote the interpolating first- 
order spline function defined by cg( tg )  = ¢(tg),  for j = O, 1, . . . ,  g .  As in [2], it follows that 
[1 (¢g(0),  cg)  _ (¢(0), ¢)lie _< g l  [[ (c/N(0), ¢~)  -- (¢(0), ¢)lie 
< K2 II (¢~(0),¢~) - (¢(0), ¢)II (1) 
- - -g311¢~r-¢[ IL~- <o N5 , 
~(¢ - dO _ K4 II ¢) O , re_270 d N d (~)N_ IlL2 <: 
(1 )  uniformly on [-r, 0]. and I¢ N (o) -  ¢(0)1 _< o 
In [2], it is shown that pN ~ I strongly, so by Theorem 3 the same is true for pN. We can now 
apply Theorem 3.1 in [2], and the result follows. | 
Next, we consider the modified scheme devised by Kappel and Salamon [6]. Set B0 N = (1,0), 
/~g = (0, eg_l) for j = 1,2,. . .  ,Y  + 1, and define 2 g = span{/3N} g+l.  Since 2 ~ ¢~ domA, one 
can define Galerkin type approximations as in [6] by first formally extending A to the operator 
.4 defined by 
domA = C x Hl ( - r ,  0) and .4(r/, ¢) = (at/+ b¢(-r ) ,  ¢' + 5(0)[r/- ¢(0)]), 
where 5(x) denotes the Dirac delta impulse at x = 0. Thus, ~g C domA, and the operator ~N: 
~g __4 zN can be (formally) defined by ' 
<Agx, y> = (Ax, y) for all x, y e 2 N. (3.4) 
So for x = (r/, ¢), y = (~, ¢), the operator 2~ N is defined (not formally) according to 
<J~Nx, y> = [arl + b¢(-r)]~ + ¢'(0)¢(0) dO + [~ - ¢(0)]¢(0). (3.5) 
If we let ~N: Z --* ~7N denote the orthogonal projection of Z onto ~N, then ANpN is the 
infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous emigroup ~N (t) on Z which converges trongly 
to T(t) (see [6]). 
As before, we can now use these ideas together with the inner product (., ')e to define a new 
scheme. Let J~eN: Z --* ~g denote the orthogonal projection of Z onto ~N in the (., ")e inner 
product. The operator AN: 2N ~ ~N can be (formally) defined by 
(ANx, Y)e = (Ax, Y>e, for all x, y E ~N. 
So for x = (r/, ¢), y = (~, ¢), the operator ~g is defined (not formally) according to 
(ANx, Y>e = [at/+ b¢(-r)]~ + be -~r e-2"~o¢'(O)~b(O) d  + be -Tr [r/- ¢(0)]¢(0). 
r 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it follows that Re(ANx, x)e <_ 7 II x 112e for 
all x E ~N. Then ~N ~5N is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous emigroup ~N (t) 
on Z, and the arguments in Lemma 5.9 and [6, Proposition 5.10] can be modified to show that 
TN(t) converges strongly to T(t). 
Before describing a numerical example comparing the schemes which have been discussed, we 
make a remark about the matrix representations which arise for these schemes. In general, given 
an n-dimensional Hilbert space X = span{bi}n=l and a linear operator A: X --~ X, the matrix 
representation f A is .4 = M-1Q T, where the n × n matrices M,Q have i , j  entries given by 
Miy = (bi, hi} and Qij = (Abi, bj). As can be seen in [2] and [6], these matrices have a relatively 
sparse structure for the operators A N and ~g.  We point out that the same sparse structure 
is maintained for the operators A N and ~g.  The only significant difference involves computing 
some of the nonzero entries of M and Q, which in the inner product (., ")e requires evaluating 
N ~N .N  
of the form ft~ ~~ e -2~e dO, ft~g -~ 0e -2,~e dO, and ft~ -~ O2e-2~e dO. But these integrals integrals 
3 Y :1  
are easy to evaluate xactly. 
As an example, consider the equation 
~(t) = -4x(t)  + x( t  - 1), (3.8) 
which is (1.1) with a = -4,  b = 1, and r = 1. Therea l  root of (2.2) i s7  =-1.0737289,  and 
the semigroup T(t) satisfies II T(t)II <- Me~t. As has been shown in [7], the semigroups Tg(t)  
and TN(t) are not uniformly stable with respect o N. Indeed, in addition to proving this, the 
authors of [7] show by a numerical example that the eigenvalues of A N and .~N tend towards 
the imaginary axis as N --* oc. By way of clarification, we point out that in their example, the 
original delay equation is not actually stable. (They consider ~(t) = x(t) + x(t - 1), which has a 
real eigenvalue 1.2784645.) Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior illuminated by their example 
is quite clear, and we observe the same behavior in the operators A N and .~g for (3.8). In 
Figures 1-4 we show the eigenvalues of each of the operators A N, .~g, A N and .~N for the cases 
N = 32 and N = 64. The figures verify our previous discussion. 
4. CONCLUSION 
Although we discuss an application to delay equations in this paper, the method of defining 
approximation schemes via an equivalent stability preserving inner product lends itself to use in 
a very general setting. The method is useful to the extent that one is able to 'find' a suitable 
equivalent inner product, just as, for example, one must find a suitable Lyapunov function in 
order to apply the Lyapunov stability results. In fact, it is often the case, as with the example 
considered in this paper, that a known Lyapunov function points the way toward a good equivalent 
inner product. These ideas are discussed in the context of damped elastic systems in [14]. 
We close with the following observation. We have exploited the fact that a change in the inner 
product can cause a change in the numerical range of an operator A, and this can affect the 
spectrum of Galerkin approximations of A. It is also true that a change in inner product can 
cause a change in the definition of the adjoint operator A*. It seems reasonable to conjecture 
that this may have an effect on convergence of the approximating adjoint semigroups. In general, 
let A*, A* denote respectively the adjoint of A with respect o equivalent inner products (., "/and 
(., .)e. It follows from standard Lax-Milgram type representation theorems (see for example [15, 
Theorem 2.2.3]) that there exists a unique positive definite, self adjoint operator Q E L(Z) such 
that (x,y)~ = (Qx, y) for all x,y E Z. Thus, for all x E domA and y E Q-l(domA*),  
(Ax, y)e -- (Ax, Qy) = (x,A*Qy I -= (Qx, Q-1A*Qy} = (x,Q-1A*Qyle. (4.1) 
Hence, domA~ = {x E Z : Qx E domA*} and A* = Q-1A*Q. For the specific delay equation 
under consideration, we have Q(~,¢) = (~,be-~e-2~e¢) and Q-1(~,¢) = (~?, (1/b)e~re2-~e¢). 
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The adjoint  of A in the usual inner product  is well known and is given by 
domA* = {(~,¢)  • Z :  ¢ • H l ( - r ,  0), ¢ ( - r )  = b~} 
A*(~,¢)  = (a~ + ¢(0) , -¢ ' ) .  
It follows that 
domA e = {(~,~b) • Z:  ¢ • Hl ( - r ,O) ,  ¢( - r )  = e-Try} 
A*(~, ¢)  = (a~ + be-Tr¢(0) ,  -~b' + 27¢ ). 
Whi le there are differences in these operators,  the issue of adjoint semigroup convergence for A~ 
remains open for investigation. 
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